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Reading on newspapers and internet sites that the young people of Forza
Italia have decided to "shake up" the party and are discussing new ideas
and projects for the near future, a question naturally arises, or rather a
cry: which "shock", which "future"?
Do not you see that Forza Italia is committing suicide? That the party – if
still there is one – does not exists? When Forza Italia began to vote all
the decrees of the Monti, the Letta and then of the Renzi governments,
kept alive its own parliamentarians, but not its ideals and goals.
Forza Italia is killing Italy, handing it completely to Europe, to those
bankers who pursue the elimination of Nations, Homelands, as stated by
the newly elected Jean-Claude Juncker (the "Eurocracy Taliban", as has
been defined).
This is the reason why none of the governors thought even for a moment
to admit the failure of all that was done with the unification, the "results"
achieved with the single currency and with the Maastricht regulations:
the macroscopic devaluation of all assets, the economic crisis of those
that were among the richest States of the world: unemployment, Islamic
invasion, total loss of Power and prestige in front of the world.
In recent years - but extremely late - many economists and sociologists
had the courage to draw conclusions and to denounce with dozens of
books, conferences, articles in newspapers and television debates, the
damages produced by the introduction of the euro. They suggested the
inevitability of going back to national currencies, the need to limit the
unification and the Brussels regulations at least in some fields, such as
immigration, free markets and education.
Titles like: "Europe Kaputt", "Europe is a bluff," "Dying of austerity" were
coming out every day in bookstores, and even "Is Europe over?" which
will somehow put the seal to the question, with the name of Enrico Letta.
Well, it's as if all this had not happened.

Since abstention was very high, the european elections were
catastrophic from the point of view of the interests of the citizens. But
were good for the the dictators of Brussels, who said once and for all
that in Europe democracy is a formality: no one would dream of taking it
seriously and those in power admit no criticism or disobedience. All of a
sudden, the crisis of Europe has become the victory of Europe. The
governors followed, and did not care about reality as much as Napoleon
did when he dragged his armies to conquer Russia. They passed above
the suffering of hundreds of millions of subjects, ignored the thousands
of suicides committed by small desperate entrepreneurs. They have
increased taxes every day, just to stick to the 3% of GDP which was
defined by Nobel Prize economists a "geezer" parameter that is "out of
the world".
A real Opposition would do this analysis and discuss it with its voters,
with all citizens, in Parliament and on newspapers. Forza Italia had the
duty of restoring the legitimacy of the institutions as soon as possible,
forcing mr. Renzi to do the one thing that had been commissioned to do:
a new the electoral law according to the dictates of the Consulta, in
order to return to vote.
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And instead Forza Italia – a party that claims to be "liberal" – consents
and even strengthens the dictatorship inaugurated by Matteo Renzi,
saying that the victory of his Party in the European elections has the
same value of a national election. In fact Renzi – as happened with all
dictatorships– filled in a "power vacuum" precisely caused by the
unlawfulness of the institutions; a void that no State claiming to be
civilized would endure for a long time.
Therefore mr. Renzi is seen as a kind of savior, even if he is imposing
more taxes just to keep faith to the sacred 3% – as he says every day.
Supporting him is a crime and a suicide, but that is what Forza Italia
keeps on doing.
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